Neurones and microglia in central nervous system immune response to degenerative processes. Part 1: Alzheimer's disease and Lewy body variant of Alzheimer's disease. Quantitative study.
The quantitative correlation between neurone loss and brain immune response, assessed by intensity of microglia inflammatory reaction in cortical association area and limbic cortex, was investigated and compared in previously immunohistochemistry (IHC) and ultrastructural confirmed 11 cases of Alzheimer's disease (AD), 7 cases mixed form of Dementia with AD findings and Lewy bodies (AD/DLB) reported, in accordance with Consortium on Dementia, as Lewy body variant of AD (LBV) and 6 non-demented autopsy control cases from 63 to 86 years old. In the present work we investigated association and limbic cortical areas linked with memory mechanisms; there are regions characterised by early distribution of IHC confirmed AD and DLB/AD (LBV) markers, as well as a substantial physiological stability of neurone pool regardless of age. The results indicated that AD and LBV differ in their neurone loss intensity and inflammatory reaction, with much higher intensity in AD. In Alzheimer's disease, neurone loss in association temporal cortex made up 51% of control values with simultaneous 8-fold increase in the density of MHC II-positive activated microglia, whereas in LBV, both the loss of neurone density and the increase in activated microglia density, was not so high (up to 41% and 4-5-fold, respectively). Changes in the limbic cortex were less pronounced. A strong correlation in the clinical material between neurone loss and microglia activation in both processes, especially in AD (r = 0.73), speaks in favour of the hypothesis on the neuronal immune surveillance and arousal of immune brain response in conditions of declining control, due to significant neurone loss in the neurodegenerative process. The inflammatory reaction of MHC II-immunoreactive microglia, concomitant with neurodegenerative process, seems to be a consequence of increased immune response due to loss of neurones and weakening of their control upon immunosurveillance in central nervous system.